Angular momentum-induced delays in solid-state photoemission enhanced by intra-atomic interactions
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Attosecond time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy reveals that photoemission from solids is not yet fully understood. The relative emission delays between four photoemission channels measured for the van der Waals crystal tungsten diselenide (WSe2) can only be explained by accounting for both propagation and intra-atomic delays. The intra-atomic delay depends on the angular momentum of the initial localized state and is determined by intra-atomic interactions. For the studied case of WSe2, the photoemission events are time ordered with rising initial-state angular momentum. Including intra-atomic electron-electron interaction and angular momentum of the initial localized state yields excellent agreement between theory and experiment. This has required a revision of existing models for solid-state photoemission, and thus, attosecond time-resolved photoemission from solids provides important benchmarks for improved future photoemission models.

Photoemission spectroscopy is widely used to study electronic properties of solids. The momentum and energy distribution of photoelectrons reflects the electronic ground state and are well understood based on theoretically derived electronic ground-state configurations and delocalized photoemission states. However, as demonstrated here, the dynamics of the photoemission process is not correctly captured in common models of solid-state photoemission. In the very initial stage of the photoemission process, the excited-state dynamics is governed by the local environment, i.e., the inner configuration of the atom. This gives rise to an angular momentum-dependent delay that is enhanced by intra-atomic interactions (top left of Fig. 1 and supplementary materials section 2.1). These effects are well established for the photoemission from atoms (1–4) but are neglected in models of solid-state photoemission. Realistic modeling of photoelectron kinematics and photoemission delays thus requires a revision of these models, i.e., both intra-atomic delays and propagation effects must be considered (Fig. 1, top).

The reported results are based on attosecond time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy using the streaking approach (5). As depicted in Fig. 1, the photoelectron excited by an attosecond extreme ultraviolet (EUV) pulse is exposed to an infrared (IR) streaking field. The delay \[ \Delta t_{\text{IR}} - \Delta t_{\text{EUV}} \] between the IR and EUV pulses and the photoemission delay, i.e., the time until the photoelectron leaves the solid and reaches the streaking field, determines the streaking signal (5), and the streaking spectrum yields delay differences between the various emission channels. WSe2 is chosen as the substrate because the photoemission spectrum for the EUV photon energy (Fig. 2A) is dominated by four emission channels with different initial-state characteristics: a valence band (VB) emission \( E_{\text{kin}} = 87.0 \) eV and photoemission from the Se 4s, W 4f, and Se 3d core levels at \( E_{\text{kin}} = 73.5 \) eV, \( E_{\text{kin}} = 54.2 \) eV, and \( E_{\text{kin}} = 32.2 \) eV, respectively. WSe2 (Fig. 1) allows in situ cleaving and yields rather inert surfaces. Its layered structure helps identify the depth from which a particular photoelectron is emitted. Together with the minimization of systematic errors induced by the chirp of the EUV pulse (<0.01 fs²) and magnetic fields (<1 µT) to less than 2 as, this procedure allows us to determine the relative photoemission delays with 10-as resolution.

From fitting the background-corrected spectra recorded for different delay \( \Delta t_{\text{IR}} - \Delta t_{\text{EUV}} \), the delay-dependent energy positions of four spectral components were determined (Fig. 2B). Simultaneous fitting (continuous lines in the overlay in Fig. 2B) of these streaking curves yields the photoemission delays \( \Delta t \) and the corresponding relative photoemission delays \( \Delta t_{\text{VB}-\text{Se}^4s} \Delta t_{\text{Se}^3d-\text{Se}^4s} \) and \( \Delta_{\text{W}^4f-\text{Se}^4s} \) relative to the emission from the Se 4s core level. The latter are shown on the left side of Fig. 3 as a function of time after cleaving. Within the experimental uncertainties, the delays show no systematic variation. Consequently, the individual measurements are averaged, and small statistical uncertainties of ~10 as are achieved for the three different relative delays (red data points in the right side of Fig. 3). Averaging over different subensembles (see supplementary materials section 1.3 for details) does not significantly alter the retrieved average relative delays. In addition, ambiguities in the delay determination arising from various data evaluation procedures are excluded. Five different background subtraction procedures (see fig. S1B) yield, within the statistical uncertainty, the same relative delays (right side of Fig. 3). As systematic errors are negligible, the error margins for the experimentally determined photoemission delays noted in the right side of Fig. 3 and tabulated in Table 1 reflect the counting statistics of individual streaking spectra, scattering of results for different WSe2 crystals, different positions on the cleaved surfaces, and ambiguities of the evaluation procedure.

The positive relative delays indicate a photoemission sequence as follows: The photoelectrons emitted from the Se 4s state arrive first, then, about 10 as later, the electrons from the VB \( (\Delta t_{\text{VB}-\text{Se}^4s} = 12 \pm 10 \) as) arrive, and roughly an additional 15 as later, photoelectrons originating from the Se 3d core level \( (\Delta t_{\text{Se}^3d-\text{Se}^4s} = 28 \pm 10 \) as). Finally, the electrons from the W 4f state arrive about 20 as later \( (\Delta t_{\text{W}^4f-\text{Se}^4s} = 47 \pm 14 \) as) than the Se 3d photoelectrons. This emission sequence has a striking qualitative behavior: The emission events appear time ordered with respect to rising angular momentum of the initial states. Emission from Se 4s is fastest, although the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is lower than for the VB emission and is thus expected to proceed slower. The emission from the state with the highest angular momentum, i.e., the W 4f state, arrives last. Electrons originating from Se 3d have a lower kinetic energy than those originated from the W 4f state but are emitted earlier. Assignment of an angular momentum to the VB is difficult, but the bonding in WSe2 is dominated by Se 4p and W 5d orbitals (supplementary material section 2.2), and thus the VB emission also matches this pattern of increasing delay with increasing angular momentum. This time ordering according to initial-state angular momenta provides a first hint that intra-atomic effects (Fig. 1) affect the photoemission kinematics. However, the effects are subtle, and a theoretical analysis accounting for known effects that influence the photoemission delay is needed to clearly identify the underlying mechanisms.

Table 1 summarizes the measured delays and compares them to theory. A full three-dimensional quantum mechanical model that accounts for the transient many-body effects is still beyond the reach of the contemporary theoretical methods. Here we separate the photoemission process into two steps, i.e., an intra-atomic initial stage and the propagation in an effective one-dimensional
Fig. 1. Elementary steps in photoemission from the van der Waals crystal WSe2.

The WSe₂ substrate and the principle of attosecond time-resolved streaking spectroscopy are depicted. The surface held at room temperature is illuminated collinearly with a 300-as long EUV pulse with 91-eV center energy and an intense few-cycle IR streaking field (85° angle of incidence, p-polarized). The EUV pulses excite photoelectrons (here shown for the W 4f photoemission) that are then streaked in the IR field, i.e., are gaining or losing kinetic energy depending on the delay \( t_{\text{IR}} - t_{\text{EUV}} \) between the EUV and IR pulses. As indicated in the upper left panel, the initial stage of photoemission is dominated by intra-atomic processes: Within the HS approach, the photoelectron wave (green) created by EUV excitation from the W 4f state (blue) is governed by the effective radial potential (red) composed of the HS potential \( U_{\text{HS}} \) and the centrifugal term. The wave packet propagation in the later stage is schematically depicted in the right panel.

It is dominated by a 1D potential that accounts for the inner potential \( U_{\text{IR}} \) of WSe₂ and the interaction with the remaining photohole. The inelastic MFP for the photoelectron is indicated as a horizontal bar and \( E_{\text{vac}} \) indicates the position of the vacuum energy.

Table 1. Comparison between experimental and theoretical photoemission delays. The second column specifies the difference between the kinetic energies for X and Se 4s photoelectrons. The third column summarizes the experimental delays as indicated in Fig. 3. The fourth column lists the summed intra-atomic and propagation-induced delays derived by using either the HS or the MCDF approach (fifth column) and 1D TDSE simulation of propagation in the solid (sixth column), respectively. The values derived using the MCDF approach are indicated in squared brackets. For details, see supplementary materials section 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>( E_{\text{kin}}^X - E_{\text{kin}}^\text{Se4s} ) (eV)</th>
<th>Experimental delays ( \Delta t_{X-\text{Se4s}} ) (as)</th>
<th>Theory total including HS or MCDF delays (as)</th>
<th>Atomic delay HS or MCDF (as)</th>
<th>Propagation delay 1D TDSE (as)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(1D) potential in the solid, shown at the top of Fig. 1.

The intra-atomic delays summarized in Table 1 are derived by using both an independent-electron Hartree-Slater (HS) model (7) and the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) approach (8), which accounts for electron correlations and relativistic effects (supplementary materials section 2.1). Both methods consistently yield relative delays that become larger as the difference in angular momentum from the Se 4s state increases. In contrast to the MCDF calculations, the HS method provides an intuitive interpretation of the intra-atomic effects enhancing the photoemission delays (top left of Fig. 1 and supplementary materials section 2.1.3). The electron-electron interaction within the atom screens the Coulomb interaction with the nucleus and is taken into account in a single-particle approach by the spherically symmetric HS potential \( U_{\text{HS}}(r) \). The effective potential \( U_{\text{eff}}(r) = U_{\text{HS}}(r) + l(l+1)/2r^2 \) (in atomic units, where \( r \) is the radial distance to the atomic nucleus and \( l \) is the angular momentum) that combines electrostatic attraction and centrifugal repulsion governs the photoelectron dynamics. In time-resolved experiments performed on atoms (2) and molecules (9), this mechanism is well established and accounted for in theoretical modeling of photoemission delays (4). For high angular momenta \( l \geq 2 \), the complicated shape of the effective potential strongly varies with atomic number \( Z \) (10). Such an \( l \)-dependent effective potential determines the photoelectron phase shift (and time delay), which includes the impact of intra-atomic interactions. Accordingly, the time delay depends on \( l \) and thus on the electron angular momentum in the initial atomic state (see supplementary materials section 2.1). The impact of the centrifugal term increases with an increase of \( l \) and is most pronounced in the core of the atom where charge screening is most effective, i.e., for radii smaller than about 1 Å. Thus, the corresponding delay is accumulated in the very initial stage of the photoemission process. This strong localization allows for the separation of the photoemission process into an intra-atomic initial step and the subsequent propagation in the solid.
The photoelectron propagation in the solid and the emission are modeled by using a single-particle time-dependent Schrödinger equation approach (TDSE) \(12, 12\). The method originally developed for gas-phase streaking \(12\) is adapted here to account for the streaking field distribution, the inner potential of WSe\(_2\) \(14\), inelastic electron scattering in the solid, and the photoelectron-photelectron interaction. For normal emission, the streaking is determined by the normal component of the IR field. For this reason, the TDSE can be restricted to propagation in one dimension. The dynamical screening and penetration of the IR field (fig. \(S5\)) and the inelastic mean free path (MFP) (fig. \(S6\)) are derived from ab initio electronic structure calculations for WSe\(_2\) (supplementary materials sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4).

For each atomic layer and initial state, the streaking spectrograms are calculated separately and then joined, yielding the total streaking spectrogram as incoherent superposition of the different emission channels (fig. \(S9\)) and the corresponding photoemission delays listed in Table 1. This approach incorporates all previously demonstrated photoemission delay mechanisms that were identified based on various approaches \(12, 12, 15–23\); wave packet propagation \(24–27\); inelastic scattering in the bulk solid \(21, 28\), initial-states localization \(29\), and a realistic choice of the “streaking clock” position, i.e., the position along the photoelectron trajectory at which the electron starts to be exposed to the streaking field \(21, 25\).

Compared to the experimental values, the delays obtained by using the 1D TDSE propagation alone (Table 1, column 1D TDSE) are systematically too small by about a factor two. This discrepancy is robust with respect to realistic variations of the MFP (4 to 5 \(\AA\)), the electron-hole (\(e-h\))-interaction screening length, and the exact position of the attosecond clock (\(\pm0.5\ \text{Å}\)). Neither atomic delays nor propagation effects alone account for the experimentally observed delays. However, if propagation-induced delays and atomic delays are joined, the total delay (column “Theory \(\Sigma\)” in Table 1) matches the experimental observations. On the basis of this, we conclude that the angular momentum of the initial localized atomic state affects the time delay of photoelectrons in solids. Intra-atomic interactions substantially contribute to the total delay.

This observation is in contrast to state-of-the-art photoemission models that emphasize the translational invariance in the solid for the initial and excited states. As demonstrated, the initially excited localized wave packet is dominated by the spherical symmetry of the atom from which the electron is emitted. Only after some time, as the wave propagates to neighboring atoms, does the photoelectron feel the structure of the crystal. This complex evolution of a many-body system is not captured in common photoemission models, and attosecond time-resolved photoemission spectroscopy thus provides access to investigating this initial phase of the photoemission process in more detail. Incorporating this initial stage, which is localized at the particular atom from which the electron is emitted, is the cornerstone of our model and any future models of solid-state photoemission.
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Photoemission with a twist

Attosecond time-resolved spectroscopy provides the ability to probe the fastest electronic processes in atoms and solids. Yet the photoemission process from solids is not fully understood. Siek et al. studied photoemission from the layered van der Waals material WSe₂ and found that electron emission occurs as a sequence of events that are apparently time-ordered with respect to rising angular momentum of the involved initial states (see the Perspective by Yakovlev and Karpowicz). This result will help provide a more detailed picture of the photoemission process. Science, this issue p. 1274; see also p. 1239